
Splash guard (A)
X 1

Suction cup 
strip pieces (D)

X 3

Gray rectangular
pieces with sticky

pads (B) 
X 2

Gray hook pieces
with sticky pads (C)

X 2

INSTRUCTION MANUALINSTRUCTION MANUAL

Carefully read and follow these instructions to set up
and maintain your SplashZen. For more instructions,

including a setup video, scan this QR code or visit
splashzen.com/pages/instructions

Note: SplashZen will not work with a clawfoot or
freestanding tub, as you need walls to attach to and a

straight edge for the guard to run along. 

PARTSPARTS

Thank you for choosing SplashZen, the product that
creates bath time fun without the mess!



SETTING UP YOUR SPLASHZENSETTING UP YOUR SPLASHZEN

Clean and dry the walls and edge of your tub. 1

Take the two gray rectangular pieces (B)
and click them up into the back of the
splash guard (A) spool, with the clear sticky
pads facing out. 

2

3 Take the clear stickers off the rectangular
pads (B) to reveal the sticky edges.

4 Place the splash guard (A) spool on the
edge of the tub with the sticky pads (B)
aligned vertically and the handle facing the
inside of the tub. Slowly slide the bottom of
the guard along the top edge of the tub
toward the wall until the sticky pads make
contact with the wall. 

5 Use your fingers to push the sticky pads
against the wall to reinforce them and
remove any bubbles. Wait at least 5
minutes to allow the sticky pads to adhere
properly to the wall. 

6 Have a partner slowly pull the splash guard
(A) out of the spool and hold it in place for
you. 

7 Take the two gray hook pieces (C) and
remove the clear stickers to reveal the
sticky edges. Put the two gray hooks (C)
through the top and bottom of the hook
slots on the extended guard (A), with the
hook openings facing inside the tub



8 While still hooked on the extended guard,
align the sticky pads (C) vertically and
slowly slide bottom of the guard along the
top edge of the tub until the sticky pads
make contact with the wall. 

9 Remove the guard from the hooks and
slowly roll it back into the spool on the
other side. 

10 Use your fingers to push the sticky pads
(around the hooks) against the wall to
reinforce them and remove any bubbles.
Wait at least 5 minutes to allow the sticky
pads to adhere properly to the wall. 

12 Take the pieces of the suction cup strip
(D), get them wet, and press them down
along the edge of the tub, along the
bottom of the guard. 

They will go side by side to make a barrier
along the entire bottom of the guard. 

The guard should be facing into the tub
and the suction cup strips should be
facing out. 

13 If the final piece is too long, take a large
pair of scissors and cut the strip off at the
correct length. Discard any extra suction
cup strip that you cut off. 

11 To help guide where the suction
cup strip (D) should be placed,
slowly pull the splash guard (A)
back out of the spool and hook it
on the other side of the tub. 



During bath time, extend and
hook it, with the guard resting
just inside the suction cup strip. 

When taking kids in and out of
the tub, or to store it, slowly roll
the guard evenly into the spool. 

We recommend extending and
hooking the guard to let it dry
after use. 

If you want to hide or store the
guard, make sure it’s dry and
then pull up to release it from
the gray rectangle pads. Re-
attach it the same way. 

If you need to remove the
suction cup strip, we
recommend pulling it off
sideways rather than straight
up; this will help keep the
suction cups from coming out.

If you need to remove the
sticky pads, do so carefully. 

If you need to order more
sticky pads with rectangular
pieces or hooks, we sell them
affordably on splashzen.com

To prevent serious injury or death, never leave children unattended while in the
bathtub. The SplashZen splash guard is meant to be used under direct adult
supervision.

Do not use with children who are too young or unstable to keep their head safely
above the water during bath activities and play.

The splash guard material is flexible. If a child does slip or fall under the water, push
the material down immediately and assist them. 

To keep children from slipping, we recommend putting an anti-slip material or bath
mat on the bottom of the tub.

SPLASH GUARD USESPLASH GUARD USE

SAFETY WARNINGSSAFETY WARNINGS

Have additional questions? Email us: contact@splashzen.com or visit splashzen.comHave additional questions? Email us: contact@splashzen.com or visit splashzen.com


